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ABSTRACT 
Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical technology, embedded systems and 
wireless communications, with demands for greater user mobility have provided a major 
impetus toward the development of deployable, controllable, and self-healing mobile sensor 
networks. This thesis considers mobile sensors and the control of their mobility. 
The objective of this thesis is to present a novel sensor movement control strategy in 
which a commander controls a cluster of mobile sensors to monitor a target region ahead of 
the commander, and in the direction of the commander's movement. Once the speed and 
direction of the movement of the commander are changed, the new positions of the sensors 
are decided by our control algorithm, and the sensors move to their new positions at a speed 
and in a direction also determined by the algorithm. After an upper bounded adjustment time, 
the sensors will all arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a new region by 
these sensors. Connectivity between sensors during movement is guaranteed. Simulation 
results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the movement strategy. 
Since mobile sensor failure is inevitable and always results in data unavailability and 
communication unavailability faults, this thesis also presents a fault tolerance strategy, in 
which an estimation recovery mechanism is used to solve data unavailability fault. An 
algorithm is introduced which determines the movement of backup sensors in order to 
guarantee that the network bi-connected, and hence can withstand single sensor faults, and 
therefore solve communication unavailability problem. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical technology, embedded systems and 
wireless communications, with demands for greater user mobility have provided a major 
impetus toward the development of a deployable mobile sensor networks. 
A mobile sensor network consists of a large number of spatially distributed, low-power, 
low-cost, self-configuring and multifunctional mobile nodes. Unlike sensor nodes which are 
fixed at their positions in stationary sensor network, sensor nodes in a mobile sensor network 
can be mobile on their own, or can be borne on other agents like ground vehicles, or 
unmanned air vehicles. To perform the desired tasks and implement network functions, they 
are required to be autonomous and cooperative during their movement. 
The type of sensor nodes in a mobile sensor network can be different. Different kinds of 
sensors can monitor a wide variety of conditions as following [l]: temperature, humidity, 
vehicular movement, lightning condition, pressure, soil makeup, noise levels, the pressure or 
absence of certain kinds of objects, mechanical stress levels on attached objects and the 
characteristics such as speed, direction and size of an object. The application of mobile 
sensor networks include performing military missions such as monitoring, surveillance, 
reconnaissance and targeting; performing environment monitoring such as animal tracking, 
forest fire detection and flood detection; tele-monitoring and tracking in health applications; 
and other commercial areas such as interactive museums, smart environment and vehicle 
tracking and detection [2]. 
Wireless sensor networks are different from Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) in 
many aspects, such as below [2], [3]: 
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• In a sensor network, sensor nodes are densely deployed and the number of sensor 
nodes in a ·sensor network can be several orders of magnitude higher than the nodes 
inMANETs. 
• Because of the simplicity of sensor node structure and the power limit, they are prone 
to failures at a rate that is much higher than that of node in a MANET 
• Sensor nodes mainly use many to one communication paradigm whereas 
communication in most MANETs is point-point communication. 
• For sensor nodes, the limitation in power, computational capacities and memory are 
much stricter than in MANETs. Low power consumption requirement has a more 
important constraint in wireless sensor networks than in MANETs because of the 
limitation of non-replenishable power of sensor nodes. 
• Because of communication overhead limitation of sensor nodes, sensor nodes may 
not have global identification (ID). Moreover, sensor nodes IDs are not usually 
assigned until after deployment because they depend on location. 
1.1 Mobile Sensor Deployment 
Generally, there are three kinds of sensors used to be deployed in sensor networks: 
• Traditional stationary sensors, which have no mobility at all. 
• Sensors with limited mobility, which can move a short range from their fixed 
positions. 
• Sensors with total mobility. Unless otherwise noted, the sensors we consider in this 
thesis all belong to this kind of sensors. 
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In a mobile sensor network, the mobile sensor deployment dictates how the mobile node 
initially placed and the mobility models decide how the mobile nodes move within the 
network. Mobile sensor deployment is different from static sensor deployment in which once 
the sensors are deployed, those sensors do not move any more. The deployment is important 
to mobility models and has received more and more attention recently. Mobile sensor 
deployments can be categorized into the following two categories based on if they have 
cluster heads in their deployment or not: Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment and 
Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment. 
1.1.1 Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment 
In Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment, it is assumed that some powerful cluster 
heads are available to collect sensor locations and determine the target locations of the 
mobile sensors. In [4], the effectiveness of a cluster-based distributed sensor network is 
shown to depend on how large extent of coverage provided by sensor deployment. Based on 
this crite1ion, a virtual force sensor deployment algorithm (VFA) is used in which sensors 
move in order to enhance the coverage after an initial random placement of sensors. Under a 
given number of sensors, the VF A algorithm is able to maximize the sensor field coverage by 
combining attractive and repulsive forces to determine virtual motion paths and the rate of 
movement for the randomly placed sensors. Once the effective sensor positions are 
determined, the sensors are redeployed to the new positions by one-time movement with 
energy consideration. During the deployment, in addition to the VFA algorithm, [4] also 
allows the cluster heads use a novel probabilistic target localization algorithm query only a 
few sensors for more information it is interested in. 
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1.1.2 Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment 
In Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment, it is assumed that the mobile sensor network 
is composed of a distributed collection of mobile nodes, each of which has sensing, 
computational, communication and locomotion capabilities. Such kind of networks has self-
deployment capabilities which means that they can spread out to maximize the coverage area 
by starting from some compact initial configuration. 
The initial idea of distributed mobile sensor deployment comes from the control of 
mobile robots. In [5] and [6], a potential-field-based sensor deployment is proposed to study 
a field in which sensors are deployed one by one, utilizing the location information of 
previously deployed sensors. The fields are constructed in such a way that each node is 
repelled by both obstacles and by other nodes, thereby forcing the network to spread itself 
throughout the environment. The algorithm is designed to maximize network coverage while 
simultaneously ensuring that nodes retain line-of-sight relationships with each another. The 
approach is distributed but not scalable in terms of deployment time. It has strong 
assumptions that the initial placement guarantees communication between the deployed and 
undeployed sensors. 
Different from previous _researches that assume that the environment is well known and 
under control [7], [8] and [9], it is difficult for a hostile battlefield or disaster field 
environment to be known beforehand. So to deploy sensor in such kind of environment is a 
new challenge for mobile node. In [10], it designs and evaluates three distributed movement-
assisted self-deployment protocols for mobile sensors which are all based on the principle of 
moving sensors from densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed areas. After discovering a 
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coverage hole by using Voronoi diagrams, the protocols compute the target positions of the 
sensors where they should move. 
For distributed deployment, coverage for mobile sensor networks is constrained due to 
their topology. Reference [11] develops a self-deployment method for a mobile sensor 
network which is able to maximize the area coverage of the network with the constraint that 
each of the nodes has at least K neighbors, where K is a user-specified parameter. Based on 
artificial potential field, a distributed and scalable algorithm which does not require a prior 
map of the environment is proposed for deployment. 
In fact, the methods in [4], [5], [6], [10] and [11] all use the objects' physical 
characteristic, namely potential field. The idea of potential filed generates from electrostatic 
field in which when two charged particles are too close, they will repel each other, otherwise 
they will attract each other. Potential field-based techniques have been initially used to solve 
the problems of navigating in mobile robots [11]. They use virtual potential fields to 
represent goals and constraints and formulate the control law for the robot's motion in such a 
way that it moves from a high potential state to a low potential state which is similar to the 
way in which a charged particle would move in an electrostatic field. By using potential 
fields, these proposals are all able to maximize network coverage that they provide. 
Except for deployment based on the mobile sensor's spatial characteristic by using 
potential field, mobile sensor deployment can also base on other characteristic such as task 
[12], performance metrics [13], and number of sensors [14]. 
To use the task being performed to deploy the sensor measures up the manner how 
people think. But it is not as simple easy as people as imagine. In [12], it proposes a 
distributed task-oriented self-organization algorithm which enables sensors to organize 
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themselves according to the task being announced. When a task is announced, a distributed 
leader is selected by an election algorithm. The election algorithm select the sensor which 
matches the announced task best based on minimizing a distance measure between the task 
and sensor specifications. After that, the selected sensor uses a task decomposition method to 
generate and announce the residual tasks that cover the matching error. By this way, sensors 
are sequentially selected until all residual tasks are covered. All sensors selected by the 
algorithm form a sensor group for the originally announced task. Leader election and all task 
announcements are confined to this group. Each sensor collects its location information and 
contributes the announced task. 
During the deployment, performance is one of the main factors needed to be considered. 
Reference [13] presents a distributed self-deployment algorithm which is compared with a 
simulated annealing based algorithm. The comparison is made based on four performance 
metrics (coverage, uniformity, time and distance traveled until the algorithm converges). This 
algorithm is different from prior work on the deployment problem because its main objective 
is to improve topology for longer system lifetime by utilizing mobility of robots. It provides a 
decision and control mechanism at each robot to be used during deployment rather than 
random diffusion. In contrast to [5] and [6], which use an incremental approach, the nodes in 
this algorithm are deployed at the same time and they organize themselves in an adaptive 
manner. This algorithm does not require pre-specified destinations to form an energy 
efficient topology. In this point, this is similar with [11]. 
Making use of every available sensor is very important when the resource is limited. In 
[14], two algorithms whose objectives are to optimize the number of sensors and determine 
their placement to support distributed sensor networks are presented. Its optimization 
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framework is inherently probabilistic due to the uncertainty associated with sensor 
detections. The proposed algorithms address coverage optimization under the constraints of 
imprecise detections and terrain properties. In contrast to [13], these algorithms are targeted 
at average coverage as well as at maximizing the coverage of the most vulnerable grid points. 
They also consider the issue of preferential coverage of grid points based on relative 
measures of security and tactical importance. 
In distributed multi-hop communications network, self-configuration, self-healing and 
self-organizing are important requirement of deployment because the environment is 
unpredictable and constantly changing. In [15], a distributed algorithm for scalable self-
configuration and self-healing in multi-hop wireless sensor networks is proposed. The 
algorithm enables network nodes in a two dimensional plane to configure themselves into a 
cellular hexagonal structure where cells have tightly bounded geographic radius and the 
overlap between neighboring cells is low. Because of this kind of structure, the deployment is 
self-healing under various perturbations, such as node joins, leaves, deaths, movements, and 
state corruptions. Which is more important is that its configuration and healing are scalable 
in the following three aspects: Firstly, each node only needs to maintain only limited local 
information of a constant number of nearby nodes; Secondly, self-healing is limited in 
limited area and does not impact all the area because local self-healing guarantees that all 
perturbations are contained within a tightly bounded region with respect to the perturbed area 
and dealt with in the time taken to diffuse a message across the region; Thirdly, to implement 
self-configuration and self-healing, only local coordination is needed. 
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1.1.3 Centralized Deployment vs. Distributed deployment 
Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment assumes that some powerful cluster heads are 
available to collect the sensor locations and determine the target locations of the mobile 
sensors. Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment is easier to manage a cluster of mobile 
sensors when they have similar characteristic. It is suit for deployment in a large range 
environment by deploying several clusters of sensors in the interested positions. The data 
routing and task dispatching for Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment will be easy. So the 
computational complexity will be simpler and according requirements of sensors will be 
easier to achieve. However, it is not easy for Centralized Mobile Sensor Deployment to deal 
with single point failure because the sensor failure recovery for it is more complex than 
Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment. 
Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment assumes that the mobile sensor network is 
composed of a distributed collection of mobile nodes which has self-deployment capabilities 
which means that it can spread out to a maximized covered area by starting from some 
compact initial configuration. It is easy to deploy for Distributed Mobile Sensor Deployment 
but some of these methods which have strong assumptions on the initial placement to 
guarantee the communicatiop between the deployed and undeployed sensors are not feasible 
for the case when network partitions happen frequently. The data routing and task 
dispatching is more complicated because of the network topology. 
1.2 Mobile Models of Mobile Sensor Networks 
In a mobile sensor network, once the mobile nodes (sensors) are initially placed, a 
mobility model is used to dictate the behavior of mobile nodes, and their movement within 
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the network. Mobility models are essential to sensor networks and have been extensively 
studied. 
Although there are much difference between wireless mobile sensor networks and 
MANETs. Wireless mobile sensor networks still have a close relationship with MANETs. 
For example, protocols and algorithms, which have been developed for MANETs have been 
applied to wireless mobile sensor networks by modifying corresponding components in order 
to function properly in a wireless mobile sensor node environment. 
A variety of mobility models proposed for MANETs in [16] can be used to analyze 
mobile sensor networks. Mobility models are categorized as two main categories in [16]: 
Group Independent Mobility Models and Group Dependent Mobility Models. In every 
category, several kinds of mobility models have been proposed. 
1.2.1 Group Independent Mobility Models 
Group Independent Mobility Models are mobility models in which every mobile node 
movement is completely independent of other nodes: 
• Random, Walk (Brownian) Mobility Model [17): This is a mobility model in which mobile 
nodes move from their current locations to new locations by choosing directions and speeds 
randomly. The ranges of directions and speeds are predefined as [speedmin, speedmax] and 
[O, 2n], respectively. When the mobile nodes reach the network boundary, it will be bounced 
off the boundary with an angle. 
A probabilistic version of the Random Walk Mobility Model, in which a set of probability 
matrices is used to determine the next position of a mobile node, is studied in [18]. There are 
three kinds of state, current state, previous state and next state. Each entry P( a,b) in the 
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probability matrix represents the probability that a mobile node will go from state a to state 
b. 
• Random Waypoint Mobility Model [19]: This is a mobility model in which a mobile node 
will pause for some time between changes in destination and/or speed. The new destination 
will be chosen randomly and the speed will be chosen uniformly between [minspeed, 
ma:xspeed]. Random Waypoint Mobility Model is the most used group independent mobility 
model. Under this model, the node is expected to maintain its average speed during the 
simulation progress. However, [20] points out that such averages speed only make sense if 
the simulation reaches a steady state. But in fact, as simulated time progresses, the collection 
of nodes moves more slowly; more and more nodes become "stuck" traveling long distances 
at low speeds. The overheads and performance of mobile systems usually depend strongly on 
node mobility. Thus Random Waypoint Mobility Model fails to provide a steady state in 
terms of average speed and can not generate correct results. By limiting the minimum speed 
and maximum speed, reference [20] proposes a simple fix to this problem to help mobile 
sensor reach a steady state easily. 
Random Waypoint Mobility Model can be implemented in different ways. In [21], it is 
presented by using a renewal process and derives an accurate characterization of the steady-
state distributions of speed and residual distance, which are based on arbitrary distributions 
for speed and distance of individual node movements. Its analysis provides a derivation of 
the steady state average speed for the Random Waypoint Mobility Model and confirms 
previous claims that there may be significant discrepancies between the steady state average 
and the average specified by the user in [45]. 
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• Random Direction Mobility Model [22]: This is a model in which mobile nodes are 
forced to travel to the boundary of the simulation area before changing directions and speeds. 
A density wave is the clustering of nodes in one part of the simulation area. In the Random 
Waypoint Mobility Model, this kind of clustering happens near the center of the simulation 
area and the probability of a mobile node choosing a new destination that is located in the 
center of the simulation area, or a destination which requires travel through the middle of the 
simulation area, is high. Thus, the mobile nodes are observed to converge, disperse, and 
converge again. Random Direction Mobility Model is used to overcome density waves in the 
average number of neighbors produced by the Random Waypoint Mobility Model. 
• Realistic Movement Model [23]: This is a mobility model in which obstacles are 
incorporated. These obstacles are utilized to both restrict node movement as well as wireless 
transmissions. In addition to the inclusion of obstacles, it constructs movement paths using 
the Voronoi diagram of obstacle vertices. Nodes can then be randomly distributed across the 
paths, and can use shortest path route computations to destinations at randomly chosen 
obstacles. 
• Realistic Individual Mobility Markovian Model [24]: This is a model which is a closer 
representation to real movement of users in urban environments and roads, and it is described 
analytically by Markov Chains which is based on [18]. In this model, it is possible to move in 
the same direction, in adjacent directions, to accelerate and to stop, avoiding sharp turns and 
sudden stops. 
• Gauss-Markov Mobility Model [25]: This is a model in which one tuning parameter is 
used to vary the degree of randomness in the mobility pattern. It was designed to adapt to 
different levels of randomness via one tuning parameter. 
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• Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model [26]: This is a· model in which a 2D 
rectangular simulation area is converted into a torus-shaped simulation area. 
• City Section Mobility Model [27]: This is a mobility model in which the simulation area 
represents streets within a city. The streets and speed limits on the streets are based on the 
type of city being simulated. The movement algorithm will follow the safe driving laws on 
the streets. 
1.2.2 Group dependent Mobility Models 
Group Dependent Mobility Models are models in which the mobile nodes' decisions on 
movement depend upon other mobile nodes in the group. They include: 
• Exponential Correlated Random Mobility Model [28]: This is a group mobility model in 
which uses a motion function to decide movements. Given a position at time t, b(t+ J) is used 
to define the next position at time t + 1: 
b(t + 1) = b(t)e-~ + (CY~l-(e -~)2 )r 
where 't' adjusts the rate of change from the mobile node's previous location to its new 
location (i.e., small 't' results in large change) and r is a random Gaussian variable with 
variance cr. Unfortunately, it is not easy to create a given motion pattern by selecting 
appropriate values for ('t', cr) . The next four following group mobility models improve upon 
this drawback. 
• Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) Model [28]: This is a group mobility model in 
which group movements are based upon the path traveled by a logical reference center. It is 
the most important Group Dependent Mobility Model because most of current used Group 
Dependent Mobility Models are variant forms of it. 
0 Reference center 
• Mobile node 




Check point I 
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Destination point 
Check point 2 Check point 3 Check point 4 Time t 
Figure 1.1 Movements of seven mobile nodes using RPGM model 
As shown in Figure 1.1, to represent the group mobility behavior of the mobile nodes, for 
each mobility group, this model defines a logical reference center whose movement is 
followed by all nodes in the group. The motion of the logical center completely characterizes 
the movement of its corresponding group of mobile nodes, including their positions, 
direction, speed and acceleration. The locations of the group's reference center and its mobile 
sensor members are given b.y two levels of displacement vectors. The group motion vector 
describes the location of the reference center, while the node-dependent random motion 
vectors, which will be added to the group motion vector, give the mobile nodes' positions. 
By using these two level vectors, the mobile sensors not only have their own localized 
movements but also follow the general group motion defined by the reference center. 
To define the motions of group, this model gives a motion path by which each group 
follows. Along each motion path, there are a sequence of check points corresponding to 
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given time intervals. A group moves from one check point to its next check point one by one. 
When the group's reference center arrives at a new check point, it computes the new motion 
vector used for guiding the group to move from current check point to next check point. By 
selecting check points properly, a group can arrive at predefined destinations within given 
time intervals to accomplish its task. 
A similar model called Nomadic Community Mobility Model is studied in [30)[31]. This a 
model in which a number of mobile nodes move together from one location to another. 
Within each community of mobile nodes, individual mobile nodes maintain their own 
personal "spaces" where they move in random ways. Each mobile node uses an entity 
mobility model (e.g., the Random Walk Mobility Model) to roam around a given reference 
point. When the reference point changes, all mobile nodes in the group travel to the new area 
defined by the reference point and then begin roaming around the new reference point. The 
parameters for the entity mobility model define how far a mobile node may roam from the 
reference point. 
However, reference [29] points out that Reference Point Group Mobility model strongly 
rely on the complete information about the mobility groups including their member nodes 
and movements which is not are not conveniently available to any mobile nodes at run-time. 
So it is not applicable for run-time partition prediction. Because this model represents the 
mobile nodes by their physical coordinates. Reference [29] also points out that it is difficult 
to discern the nodes' group movement patterns and the trend in the network topology 
changes because only the instantaneous physical locations of the nodes are available. 
• Column Mobility Model [30]: This is a group mobility model in which the set of mobile 
nodes form a line and are uniformly moving forward in a particular direction. As shown in 
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Figure 1.2, this model represents a set of mobile nodes that move around a given line (or 
column), which is moving in a forward direction. Compared to the Reference Point Group 
Mobility Model, the mobile nodes in the Column Mobility Model share an individual 
reference point in column versus a common reference point. So the movement of the mobile 
nodes around a given column will be more constrained. 
• 








Figure 1.2 Movements of seven mobile nodes using Column Mobility Model 
Pursue Mobility Model QO] [31]: A group mobility model in which a set of mobile nodes 
follow a given target by using the following update equation: 
new position= old position+ acceleration(target - old position)+ random vector 
where acceleration( target - old position) is information on the movement of the mobile node 
being pursued and random vector is a random offset for each mobile node. The random 
vector value is obtained via an entity mobility model (e.g., the Random Walk Mobility 
Model); the amount of randomness for each mobile node is limited in order to maintain 
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effective tracking of the mobile node being pursued. The current position of a mobile node, a 
random vector, and an acceleration function are combined to calculate the next position of 
the mobile node. The Figure 1.3 is an example of seven mobile nodes using Pursue Mobility 
Model. 
• Mobile node 
0 Target 
• • • 
t\ • . \...._,.;----.._ .. 
• -----------·o• •• • •• 
Figure 1.3 Movements of seven mobile nodes using Pursue Mobility Model 
1.2.3 Mobility Tracking 
In the above discussion, the movement pattern of the mobile nodes in mobile networks 
was characterized by using mobility models, which is in view of mobile nodes themselves. 
Alternatively, the movement pattern of objects in mobile networks can be represented in term 
of traces. Strictly speaking, mobility tracking is not another, but rather a method that used to 
track or predict mobile objects in stationary sensor networks. 
Signal theory is widely used in mobility tracking. A novel scheme is designed in [32] for 
tracking the mobility of users using pilot signal strengths from neighboring nodes within a 
local coordinate system based on relative distances between nodes. Mobile nodes track their 
positions node mobility is modeled as a linear system driven by a discrete command semi-
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Markov process. Mobility tracking is performed using an extended Kalman filter preceded by 
an averaging filter. 
Mobility tracking can be implemented by mobility prediction based on historical data. A 
mobility prediction scheme is presented in [33] by using of a new sector-based tracking of 
mobile users, with a sector-numbering scheme to predict user movements. 
During mobility tracking in a stationary sensor network, energy save is an important 
factor. In [34], a tree-based approach is proposed to facilitate sensor nodes collaborating in 
detecting and tracking a mobile target. In this approach, as the target moves, new trace trees 
are generated and many nodes in the tree may become far away from the root of the tree, and 
hence a large amount of energy may be wasted for them to send their sensing data to the root. 
The problem is addressed by the tree reconfiguration problem and formalized as finding a 
min-cost convoy tree sequence. Finally, the problem is solved by proposing and optimized 
complete reconfiguration scheme and an optimized interception-based reconfiguration 
scheme. 
Despite the fact that mobility tracking represents some realistic problems, the use of 
traces is not common since keeping track of the movement of the nodes is not an easy task. 
1.2.4 Flocking 
The idea of flocking was first created in computer graphics for 3-D animation and now 
widely used in mobile sensor network. Flocking is a pattern of collective behavior of a group 
of interacting mobile agents who have a common group objective [35]. The topology 
structure of the group of interacting mobile agents should be self-organized. The flocking has 
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been applied in environment monitoring, military surveillance and reconnaissance, vehicle 
tracking and detection. 
It is [36] who first introduces three heuristic rules for flocking, which are still widely 
used now. The three rules quoted from [36] are: 
• "Flock Centering: attempt to stay close to nearby flockmates," 
• "Obstacle Avoidance: avoid collisions with nearby flockmates," 
• "Velocity Matching: attempt to match velocity with nearby flockmates." 
These rules are also called as cohesion, separation, and alignment rules in the literature 
[35]. 
Applying control theory on the control of mobile agents in general, and mobile sensors in 
particular, and their mobility behavior is a new area of research that has just started to receive 
attention. It is also called controlled mobility. In [37], it is shown that if a number agents 
change direction periodically according to the average direction of their neighbors, they will 
eventually move in the same direction, which may be arbitrary. This confoms a simulation 
study carried out in [38]. What is also interesting, is that in [37], it was shown that if one of 
the agents retains his original direction, e.g., a leader agent, the other agents will eventually 
move in the same direction as that leader. In [39] two types of networks of mobile agents 
were considered, a fixed network in which the connectivity pattern is fixed, and a switching 
network, in which the connectivity pattern may change due to movement of agents. In both 
cases, it was shown that when each agent updates its acceleration in order to: 1) align the 
velocity vectors at all agents, and 2) avoid collision with other agents, then the agents 
eventually move in the same directions, and with the same speed. This corresponds to 
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another simulation study conducted in [36). However, in the models above, the convergence 
time can be quite large, which maybe unacceptable in tactical application. 
In [35), it proposes a theoretical framework for design and analysis of distributed 
flocking algorithms. In its framework, it considers two cases of flocking in free-space and 
one case that multiple obstacles present. According these three cases, it develops three 
flocking algorithms: two for free-flocking and one for constrained flocking. The first free-
flocking embodies all three rules of [36) and extracts interaction rules that lead to the 
emergence of collective behavior. It also shows this algorithm generically leads to regular 
fragmentation, whereas the second and third algorithms both lead to flocking. 
More interesting, [35] uses a systematic way to construct cost functions which are also 
called collective potentials for flocking. By definition, these collective potentials are used to 
penalize deviation from a class of lattice-shape objects called a - lattices. It uses a multi-
species framework to construct collective potentials which include flock-members, or a-
agents, and virtual agents associated with a-agents called ~- and y-agents. By using an 
algorithm with a peer-to-peer architecture, it is shown that the tracking/migration problem for 
flocks can be solved easily. Each node in this peer-to-peer network is the aggregation of all 
three species of agents. All oj these imply an interesting fact: "flocks need no leaders". 
1.3 Performance of Mobile Sensor Networks 
1.3.1 Mobility Improve Performance 
Reference [ 40) considers mobility as a network control primitive. The first completely 
distributed mobility control scheme proposed by [ 40) is proved to improve communication 
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. performance in mobile networks. This scheme is also able to switch between several modes 
of operation, each respectively improving power efficiency for one unicast flow, multiple 
unicast flows, and many-to-one concast flows because it is self-adaptive. The controlled .. 
mobility can improve network performance in many scenarios. 
1.3.2 Performance Metrics 
Mobility has been extensively studied in the mobile networks. Previous researches are 
focused on random mobility. With more and more application of control theory in mobility, 
current researches have been switched to controlled mobility. But no matter what kind of 
mobility they are, the performance metrics used to evaluate performance for mobile sensor 
networks under different protocols can be throughout, connectivity, coverage, delay, 
uniformity, power consumption, time and distance traveled until the algorithm converges. 
Throughout 
Throughout is an important evaluation standard for traditional computer network. It is 
also important for sensor network. But to achieve high throughout in sensor network is more 
difficult than in traditional network because the communication and computation ability of 
senor network are always limited. In [41] and [42], the authors are all focused on random 
mobility and have shown that random movement of users can improve throughout. In the 
model of [41], sensor nodes are randomly located but are immobile in a fixed ad-hoc 
network. Each source node has a random destination to which it wants to communicate. As 
the number of nodes per unit area n increases, it shows that the throughput per source-
destination pair decreases approximately like ~ . This is the best performance achievable 
...;n 
even allowing for optimal scheduling, routing and relaying of packets in the networks. But it 
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is a pessimistic result on the scalability of such networks, as the traffic rate per source-
destination pair actually goes to zero. In [42], mobility is combined into a mobile model in 
which users move around independently. It shows that the average long-term throughput per 
source-destination pair can be kept constant even as the number of nodes per unit area 
increases. Different from the fixed networks, and the dramatic performance improvement is 
obtained by using of the time-variation of the users' channels due to mobility. 
Network throughput and packet delay are two important parameters in the design and the 
evaluation of routing protocols for ad-hoc networks and they are same important to sensor 
network. Reference [43] considers the relation between throughput and delay and whether 
the delay can be kept low without trading it off with throughput. It proposes a routing 
algorithm to exploit the patterns in the mobility of nodes to provide guarantees on the delay. 
Moreover, the throughput achieved by the algorithm is proved to be only a poly-logarithmic 
factor off from the optimal. 
Decay 
Most mobility models suffer from decay, that is, the nodal speed, distance and destination 
are chosen independently as example in [20], the average speed will decrease until it 
converges to some long-term average. Such decay is not able to provide a sound basis for 
simulation studies that collect results averaged over time, which hence complicate the 
experimental process. In [44], it has shows such decay is inevitable and derives a general 
framework for describing this decay. This framework can transform any given mobility 
model into a stationary one by choosing initial speeds from the steady-state distribution, and 
subsequent speeds. This transformation provides sound models for simulation, hence 
eliminating variations in average nodal speeds. 
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Coverage, Connectivity and Network Partition 
Coverage is one of the fundamental QoS problems and can be defined in different ways. 
Reference [45] defines the coverage problem from several points of view including 
deterministic, statistical, worst and best case, and presents examples in each domain. By 
combining computational geometry and graph theoretic techniques, specifically the Voronoi 
diagram and graph search algorithms, it proposes an optimal polynomial time worst and 
average case algorithm for coverage calculation. 
Coverage and connectivity are always related. In [46], it considers both the coverage of 
the region and the connectivity of the network. By considering an unreliable wireless sensor 
grid network with n nodes placed in a square of unit area, it gives the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the random grid network to cover the unit square region as well as ensure that 
the active nodes are connected. That indicates that, when n is large, even if each node is 
highly unreliable and the transmission power is small, the network can still maintain 
connectivity with coverage. The paper also shows that the diameter of the random grid is of 
the order .Jn! log(n) . Finally, the paper derives a sufficient condition for connectivity of the 
active nodes. When the node success probability is small enough, it shows that connectivity 
does not imply coverage. 
For a large-scale wireless network with a low density of nodes per unit area, the 
interferences are less critical compared to connectivity. Reference [47] studies the 
connectivity for both purely ad-hoc networks and hybrid networks, where fixed base stations 
can be reached in multiple hops. By assuming that power constraints are modeled by a 
maximal distance above which two nodes are not directly connected, it found that the 
introduction of a sparse network of base stations does significantly help in increasing the 
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connectivity, but only when the node density is much larger in one dimension than in the 
other. It is proved by percolation theory. 
Connectivity of mobile sensor network may change when some mobile nodes become 
inactive or unavailable due to internal or external factors. The inactive nodes cannot take part 
in routing/relaying and thus may affect the connectivity. A mobile network containing 
inactive nodes is said to be connected if each inactive node is adjacent to at least one active 
node and all active nodes form a connected network. Reference [ 48] proposes probabilistic 
study of the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks containing inactive nodes. It assumes 
that the wireless ad hoc network consists of n nodes which are distributed independently and 
uniformly in a unit-area disk and are active (or available) independently with probability p 
for some constant 0< p ~ 1. It shows that if all nodes have same maximum transmission 
radius, then the total number of isolated nodes is asymptotically Poisson and the total number 
of isolated active nodes is also asymptotically Poisson. 
Mobility will affect the positioning information to guarantee connectivity. The effects of 
mobility on positioning in wireless ad hoc networks are investigated in [49]. It presents a 
Mobility-enhanced Ad hoc Positioning (MAP) scheme. This scheme uses the hop counts 
information from fixed reference nodes to perform positioning and improves accuracy by 
using mobile nodes to "bridge" gaps within neighborhoods where accurate information was 
not available. It shows that such "hop count" -based positioning schemes improve the 
performance by using mobility. 
Connectivity is constrained by power, computational and communication capacities. A 
model that characterizes the corresponding sensor connectivity distribution for a sensor 
network is introduced in [50]. The trade off among the node connectivity, power 
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consumption, data rate based on this model are considered. The impact of node connectivity 
on system reliability is shown and different periodical sleeping strategies are proposed to 
achieve power conservation. 
When coverage and/or connectivity can not be guaranteed by current available proposals, 
or mobility pattern of sensors can not be describe in one group any more, one feasible 
method is to partition the sensor network into several sub networks. Reference [29] considers 
the problem of network partitioning occurs when the mobile nodes move with diverse 
patterns and cause the network to separate into completely disconnected portions. Actually, 
network partitioning is a kind of topology change which can cause sudden and severe 
disruptions to ongoing network routing and upper layer applications. It occurs because of the 
aggregate group motion exhibited in the movements of the mobile nodes. [29] proposes a 
new characterization of group mobility based on existing group mobility models, which 
provides parameters that are sufficient for network partition prediction. It also demonstrates 
how partition prediction can be made using the mobility model parameters, and illustrates the 
applicability of the prediction information. 
Mobility Prediction 
Mobility prediction is an important aspect for performance in mobile sensor networks. 
Reference [51] gives a comparative study of mobility prediction schemes for Grid Location 
Service (GLS). It shows that performance of geographic routing suffers from mobility-
induced location errors. Location errors can also occur due to infrequent and/or lost updates 
to location servers, especially when the nodes are highly mobile. In Grid Location 
Service(GLS) the location update frequency to the higher order location servers is very low. 
A query to a location server fails when a node moves far away from its previous location 
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rendering the cached location in the location servers invalid. Three prediction schemes are 
implemented in [51]: linear velocity prediction(LVP),weighted velocity prediction(WVP) 
and a recent history based 0(1) Markov prediction. By using these predictions, it presents a 
detailed study on the impact of node velocity on query failure rates and reasons in GLS, 
across different mobility models. Correct and .efficient mobility prediction by the location 
serves themselves can improve the query success rate in the Grid/GLS framework. It also 
presents a comparative study to investigate the performance of various prediction schemes 
with GLS over a comprehensive set of mobility models. 
In a large scale of sensor network, the cost for the designer to let very node know their 
position by themselves is expensive. The feasible methods are always like that only a few 
nodes are able to known their positions by being equipped with GPS or some other ways like 
that, and the other nodes compute their positions by communicating with those nodes know 
their positions. A method for estimating unknown node positions in a sensor network based 
exclusively on connectivity-induced constraints is proposed in [52]. It models the known 
peer-to-peer communication in the network as a set of geometric constraints on the node 
positions. By using the global solution of a feasibility problem for these constraints, it yields 
estimates for the unknown positions of the nodes in the network. More explicitly, this paper 
also proposes to place rectangular bounds around the possible positions for all unknown 
nodes in the network. The area of the bounding rectangles decreases as additional or tighter 
constraints are included in the problem. 
In MANETs, the clustering algorithm should be able to maintain its cluster structure as 
stable as possible while the topology changes [53]. The study in [54] presents a mobility-
based d-hop clustering algorithm which forms variable-diameter clusters based on node 
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mobility pattern to provide an underlying hierarchical routing structure to address the 
scalability of routing protocol in large MANETs. It groups mobile nodes with similar moving 
patterns into one cluster and the diameter of clusters is flexible and determined by the 
stability of clusters. It presents a new metric to measure the variation of distance between 
nodes over time in order to estimate the relative mobility of two nodes. 
For strictly address-centric routing schemes in mobile ad hoc networks, geographic 
routing has proved to provide drastic performance improvement. Previous research always 
assumes that the accurate location information is provided. Reference [55] studies the effect 
of inaccurate location information caused by node mobility under a rich set of scenarios and 
mobility models. It identifies two main problems, namely, LLNK and LOOP, which are 
caused by mobility-induced location errors. It proposes two mobility prediction schemes: 
neighbor location prediction (NLP) and destination location prediction (DLP) to correct these 
problems. 
Mobile Sensor Network Fault Tolerance 
Sensor failure is inevitable due to sensor's internal and external factors, such as power 
depletion, inhospitable environment and unattended deployment. To achieve some level of 
fault tolerance for mobile sensor network is a totally new topic. In mobile sensor networks, 
the structure of sensors is more complicated and sensors are more expensive. And mobility 
makes it possible adopt some methods to achieve fault tolerance. It is necessary for mobile 
sensor networks to provide some level of fault tolerance. According to different mobility 
models, different sensor fault tolerance should be designed. 
Reference [56] considers the sensor failure problem in a multi-tier architecture in which 
the sensor network is partitioned into distinct clusters with a high-energy node called 
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gateway as cluster-head. This kind of architecture extends the life of the system because 
sensors are generally limited by on-board energy supply and cannot communicate for a long 
haul range. Failures in higher level of hierarchy e.g. cluster-head cause more damage to the 
system because they also limit accessibility to the nodes that are under their supervision. So 
[56] proposes an efficient mechanism to recover sensors from a failed cluster by avoiding a 
full-scale re-clustering and not requiring deployment of redundant gateways. 
Unlike using centralized clusters in [56), [57] approaches an efficient fault-tolerant 
network design using node movement as a primitive. It mainly uses graphic property of the 
network - biconnectivity for network fault tolerance. It achieves a fault-tolerant configuration 
by moving a subset of mobile nodes to new locations while minimizing the total distance 
moved by the mobile nodes which is formulated as an optimization problem. 
1.4 Thesis Overview 
Nowadays, to develop deployable, controllable and self-healing mobile sensor networks 
is the trend in sensor network research. 
The objective of this thesis is to study coverage, connectivity and failure recovery control 
of wireless sensor networks under mobility. In Chapter 1, we make a comprehensive survey 
-
of mobility of sensor network. We introduce two main sensor deployments: distributed and 
centralized mobile sensor deployments. We study and analyze Group Independent Mobility 
Models and Group Dependent Mobility Models. We also include the performance metrics for 
evaluating and analyzing for mobile sensor networks 
The reminder of the thesis is organized as follows: 
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In the second chapter, our work presents a novel sensor movement control strategy in 
which a commander controls a cluster of mobile sensors to monitor a target region ahead of 
the commander, and in the direction of the commander's movement. Once the speed and 
direction of the movement of the commander are changed, the new positions of the sensors 
are decided by our control algorithm and the sensors move to their new positions at a speed 
and in a direction also determined by the algorithm. After an upper bounded adjustment time, 
the sensors will all arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a new region by 
these sensors. Connectivity between sensors during movement is guaranteed. Simulation 
results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the movement strategy. 
In Chapter 3, we introduce our sensor fault tolerance strategy for mobile sensor networks. 
When one sensor fails, the data collected by this sensor will not available and the 
communication which relies on this senor maybe not available. Firstly, we present an 
estimation recovery mechanism to solve data unavailability problem. Secondly, we introduce 
an algorithm to determine the movement of backup sensors to guarantee that the network bi-
connected, and hence can withstand single sensor faults, and therefore solve communication 
unavailability problem. 
Finally, Chapter 4 presents the conclusions, and discusses the direction of future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY CONTROL OF 
MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKS 
2.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter, Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are essential for a number of 
tactical applications such as monitoring, battlefield surveillance and reconnaissance of 
opposing forces and terrain. By use of WSNs, commanders can monitor the status of troops, 
whether they are enemy or friends, the condition and availability of equipment and 
ammunition, and the activities of the forces. Decisions can be made based on the collected 
data, and the tactical strategies [2]. 
Recent advances in wireless technology, with demands for greater user mobility have 
provided a major impetus toward the development of a mobile and deployable network 
architecture [42], [58]. Consider the example of a battlefield in which one commander takes 
charge of a region at a certain distance ahead of him and is only interested in the information 
in that region at a given time. After some time, it will be harder for the commander to 
monitor the battlefield if he moves to a new position which is not covered by sensors. Unlike 
the exiting schemes in which sensors are stationary, if we deploy mobile sensors in' the 
battlefield and let the commander control them, these sensors can cover a given region that is 
ahead of commander at a certain distance. Therefore, when the commander moves in the 
battlefield, he still can command the sensors to move to new positions such that they will 
cover a new region. This is more economical and versatile than the exiting fixed stationary 
sensor networks. Mobile sensor networks can therefore act cooperatively and adapt to the 
highly dynamic state. 
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In this chapter, we propose a novel sensor movement strategy in which a commander 
controls a number of sensors to monitor a battlefield area at a certain distance ahead of him 
in his direction of movement [59]. Once the speed and direction of the commander are 
decided, the new positions of the sensors are identified by our movement control algorithm. 
Our movement algorithm also determines the speed and direction of movement for the 
sensors. After a certain time, which is upper bounded, the commander and the sensors will all 
arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a new region by these sensors. We 
also show that our movement strategy guarantees the connectivity during the movement. 
Control of mobile agents in general, and mobile sensors in particular, and their mobility 
behavior is a new area of research that has just started to receive attention as we have pointed 
out in Chapter 1. The mobility models are categ01ized as two main categories: Group 
Independent Mobility Models in which every mobile node movement is completely 
independent of other nodes and Group Dependent Mobility Models in which the mobile 
nodes' decisions on movement depend upon the other mobile nodes in the group. For our 
model, the mobile sensors' movement of one cluster depends upon the commander, so our 
model is a Group Dependent Mobility Model. Our model is similar with Reference Point 
Group Mobility Model [28] and Nomadic Community Mobility Model [30] [31]. In the 
Reference Point Group Mobility Model, the motion of the group center completely 
characterizes the movement of its corresponding group of mobile nodes, including their 
direction and speed. In the Nomadic Community Mobility Model which is one kind of 
Reference Point Group Mobility Model, a set of mobile nodes move together from one 
location to another, when the reference point changes, all mobile nodes in the group travel to 
the new area defined by the reference point and then begin roaming around the new reference 
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point. Within each group of mobile nodes, individuals maintain their own personal "space" 
where they move in random ways. 
One of important application of controlled mobile model is flocking as discussed in 
Chapter 1 [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. Flocking is described as a pattern of collective behavior 
of group of interacting mobile agents who have a common group objective [35]. The problem 
in [36], [37], [38] and [39], is that the convergence time can be quite large, which maybe 
unacceptable in tactical application. The first free-flocking algorithm in [35] leads to regular 
fragmentation which is one of the main drawbacks of flocking. 
2.2 Problem and System Model 
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Figure 2.1. An example of closure tier architecture. 
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We consider a network with a commander who can be a soldier or a battalion leader, and 
a region in which the commander will be in charge of monitoring by a number of mobile 
sensors. The sensors can be mobile on their own, or they can be borne on other agents like 
ground vehicles, or unmanned air vehicles. We assume that all sensors have same 
transmission and sensing capabilities but can work at three levels, high energy level, normal 
energy level and low energy level. When a sensor works at high energy level, it will have a 
long transmission and sensing range and consume a significant amount of energy. When a 
sensor works at normal level, it will have shorter transmission and sensing range cost much 
less energy supply than it works at the high energy level. When a sensor works at low level, 
its main function is to communicate with its neighbor sensors. Because sensors are always 
constrained to on board energy supply, it is important to design an efficient management of 
the network to extend the life of the system. To enhance the lifetime of system, it is efficient 
for the commander to group the whole mobile sensor field into multi-tier distributed 
architecture. 
There are two tiers in our architecture. The first tier is closure tier and second tier is 
cluster tier. The commander groups all the sensors into several closures depending on the 
sensors' position. Figure 2.1-shows an example of the closure tier architecture. 
In every closure of any shape, the field is divided into a number of squares as in Figure 
2.2. Every square, which is a member of the cluster tier, includes a cluster of sensors. In 
every cluster, the commander chooses one sensor as cluster head who works at high energy 
level and the other sensor as normal sensors who work at normal energy level. The cluster 
head works at high energy level and can support long haul communication directly. Normal 
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sensors can support long haul communication by multihop communication. So there will be 
one or more cluster heads in one closure. Cluster heads within one closure can communicate 
with each other. In the whole sensor field, only a small number of sensors are selected as 
cluster heads and most of the sensors work as normal sensors. So the lifetime of the system 
can be extended. 
• Conura.nd.er 
t Cluster head 
O Nonnaberuor 
Figure 2.2 The commander with a closure of an arbitrary shape being monitored 
In a closure, the commander chooses one cluster head as the closure head to 
communicate with. All communication between the commander and any sensor in the 
closure will be relayed on the closure head of that closure. There are two levels of data 
routing. The first level is the.data routing among commander, closure head and cluster heads. 
The second level is the data routing between cluster head and normal sensors among every 
cluster. Data routing over among closure head, cluster heads and general sensors can use any 
of the routing strategies discussed in [ 60]. 
As we can see in Figure 2.2, a closure area with an arbitrary shape can be divided into a 
number of squares. In this chapter, we ignore the cluster head level routing and consider a 
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Figure. 2. 3. Initial deployment of the commander and a cluster of sensors 
The square region is covered by a set of mobile sensors, which can communicate 
wirelessly among themselves and with the commander using multihop communication. For 
notational convenience, we assume that the sensor field is a grid network with n2 sensors 
placed in a square of nxn unit. The separation between adjacent sensor nodes is one unit, 
and this unit is taken as min( communication radius, ..J2 coverage radius), which will 
guarantee connectivity between adjacent sensors, as well as complete coverage of the target 
region. The commander monitors the sensor field and makes tactical decisions based on the 
collected data and tactical strategies. The latter is beyond the scope of this work. 
As shown in Figure 2.3, SiJ is the sensor placed at grid point (i, j). Sensor Snn and S11 are 
placed at the two extreme opposite positions as shown in the figure. We define the sensor 
which is closest to the commander as the cluster head Sim. where m=j ~ l · Without loss of 
generality, we assume n to be odd. When n is even, Sim will still be the head cluster, and a 
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similar treatment will be followed. As for our assumption, all sensors except the cluster head 
have the same transmission and sensing capabilities and work at general power level. These 
sensors can detect events and collect information within their sensing range. They can also 
communicate with their vertical and horizontal neighbor sensors within their transmission 
range. The cluster sensor works at high power level and has much longer transmission and 
sensing range. The information collected by these sensors is relayed to the cluster head, and 
finally delivered to the commander by multihop communication. We use multihop 
communication because in general the average received signal power is inversely 
proportional to the n-th power of the distance, for a given pair of source and destination the 
multihop short range transmission consumes much less power than the power consumed by 
traditional single long hop transmission. The multihop communication also can overcome 
some of the signal propagation effects experienced in long distance communication [2]. 
Communication from the commander to the sensors is actually reverse procedure. When the 
commander is interested in communicating with any grid point in the sensor field, the 
commander will send the control information to the cluster head. The cluster head then sends 
the control information to the corresponding sensor by using multihop communication. The 
corresponding sensor will execute the command and/or send back the collected information 
as required. Data routing over the WSN can use any of the routing strategies discussed in 
[60]. As can be seen, the cluster head plays an important role in our system. It takes charge of 
communication between the commander and the sensors, it aggregates data from the sensors 
field and sends such data to the commander, and at the same time, it receives the commands 
from commander and sends those commands to the corresponding sensors. 
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In this chapter, we consider three important performance metrics for such a network 
which are mobility, connectivity and coverage. Mobility means that the commander and 
sensors are not fixed at one position. After initial deployment, the commander monitors the 
sensor field through the deployed sensors. Because the environment will change from time to 
time, the commander may move to a new position in a new direction and must have the 
sensors collect information in a new region. The commander is responsible for executing the 
movement algorithm and managing the movement of sensors to the desired locations. It then 
sends the movement commands to the cluster head, which sends the commands to the 
corresponding sensors. The sensors will move to the desired locations as instructed by the 
command. After the commander and sensors arrive at their desired new locations, the 
commander can monitor the new region covered by the sensors. Connectivity means that any 
sensor can communicate with its neighbor sensors, and with the commander through the 
cluster head at any time (we assume symmetric bi-directional connectivity). These guarantee 
that our network is connected. Coverage means the sensors can cover the same size of the 
region at the desired location. During·the movement to a new location, however, coverage 
gaps may occur. The duration of gaps must be upper limited, and this upper bound is very 
much dependent on the application. 
Please note that we consider changes in direction of movement of the commander which 
is in the range of(-~,~). This is under assumption that the commander is always moving 
forward. 
2.3 The Movement Algorithm 
We make following assumptions for our sensor network: 
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• Assume locations of sensors are determined relative to other sensors and the commander 
using one of the localization methods in [61]. 
• The commander knows all the information about the sensors through multihop 
communication. 
• All sensor nodes are equipped with locations devices such as GPS to locate positions. 
• We define the monitor state as the state in which the commander monitors the target area 
through the sensors. In this state, the commander and the sensors will be moving at the same 
speed, and in the same direction with the sensors ahead of the commander. 
• We define the movement state as the state in which the commander and sensors move 
from old positions to new positions. The movement state is a transient state between an old 
monitor state and a new monitor state. 
• When the commander and the sensors are in a monitor state, the relative position of the 
commander and the monitored sensor field should be the same. For the monitor state, if the 
commander changes speed while not changing his direction, the sensors adjust their speed 
according! y. 
• The network changes from movement state to monitor state as soon as possible, such that 
the duration of the movement state is upper bounded by a given time, T max· 
Refer to Figure 2.4 for an example that shows the movement and the rotation. After 
initial deployment, every sensor monitors the events in its sensing range. Sensors collect data 
and feed them back to the commander so that the commander can monitor the whole sensor 
field. 
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THE MODEL VARIABLES 
Meaning 
Sensor S;/ s coordinates. 
The commander's coordinate. 
The distance between the commander and the sensor Su in a monitor state. 
The angle between sensor Su and the commander in a monitor state. 
The moving angle of the commander, when a change of direction takes place, 
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The moving angle of sensor Su, when a change of direction takes place, i.e., during a 
movement state. 
The speed of the sensor Su, when a change of direction takes place, i.e. during a 
movement state. 
The speed of the commander, when a change of direction takes place. 
The maximum speed of any sensor, when a change of direction takes place. 
The distance between the commander and the cluster head at time t. 
The upper bound on coverage gap duration 
The cluster head's transmission rang. 
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Figure. 2.4 An example using the movement algorithm 
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When the commander changes its direction by an angle ¢, with speed Ve, the region it 
monitors will change. Because the relative position of the commander and the monitored 
sensor field must be same as in the initial deployment, the commander needs to control the 
sensors to move to the new positions to monitor a new region. The control information sent 
by the commander to the sensors includes the speed of every sensor (Vsij) and the movement 
direction of every sensor ( aij ). We assume that the movement will be implemented in time T 
and the maximum value of Tis T max· At time T, the commander will arrive at a new location 
P (Xe, Ye), and the sensors will arrive at their new locations to cover the new sensor field as 
instructed by the commander. 
We let the commander's initial position be the origin point, and assume that when the 
commander changes direction, it will not change it again until all sensors have moved to their 
new position. We refer to this as one step which means that the commander moves from an 
old monitor state to a new monitor state. 
At the beginning of every step, we let the commander's position be the new origin of the 
new reference frame, and the orientation of the X and Y axes is such that the commander 
moves in the X direction and the coordinates of the sensors will be the same as in the original 
deployment. 
We assume the commander can only move to a new position in the first and the fourth 
quadrants ( -% < ¢ < % ). If the commander moves in the first quadrant ( o < ¢ < % ), then sensor 
Sn1 will move the maximum distance. If the commander moves in the fourth quadrant 
( _!!_ < ¢ < o ), then sensor Snn will move the maximum distance. When ¢ = o , the commander 
2 
and sensors will move in same direction, and at same speed. 
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Consider one step movement when a commander moves by an angle IP,-~ < IP< o, and 
with speed Ve. The sensors should change direction, and the destination location of every 
sensor should be located on the Circle Iij where Sij is at the circumference of this circle, i.e., 
(Xsij - Lij· cos(/Jij)/ + (Ysij-Lij· sin(~j)/- (Vsij· T/ = 0 (1) 
Figure 2.4 shows Circle Inn for Snn. 
Since the relative position of the commander and sensors will not change when the sensor 
arrives at its destination location, the following equations hold: 
Y Sij - Xsij · tan( l/J) - ~j · sin(Pij) · sec( l/J) = 0 (2) 
which means that the destination location of sensor Sij, for a given i, l ~ j ~ n , should be 
located on the line i (line 1 is shown in Figure 2.4). 
2 2 2 (Xe - Xsij) +(Ye - YSij) - Lij = 0 (3) 
which means that the destination location of the commander will be on the circumference of 
Circle Ilij in which the sensor Sij destination coordination is at the centre and ~j is the radius 
(Circle IInn is shown in Figure 2.4). 
Since the commander moves in the direction of l/J with speed of Ve, hence the following 
two equations will be satisfied: 
Ye - Xe· tan( l/J) = 0 (4) 
which means that the commander moves on the line OP in the direction of l/J. Also, 
(Xc-0)2 + (Y c-0)2 - (Ve· T)2 =0 (5) 
which means that the distance the commander moves from 0 to P is Ve· T. 
In a mobile environment, it is usually the case that the commander would like to change 
its old monitor state to a new monitor state as soon as possible. Since, as we have indicated 
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earlier, coverage gap may be created during the movement state when sensors move to their 
final destination, it is of paramount importance to limit the duration of coverage gaps, 
especially in real time and tactical application. We therefore impose an upper limit on T of 
T max. The worst case happens when the commander moves in the direction of <P =-%or <P = % , 
in which sensors Snn( <P = -% ) and Sn1 ( <P = % ) will move the maximum distance, respectively. 
In this case we let the maximum speed of any sensor be V Smax, which will be determined by 
the sensors which move the longest distance, namely, Snn and Sn1, and bounded by Tmax· 
Now consider the case in which the commander moves in the fourth quadrant(-%< <P < o ). 
Since <P > -% , setting <P = -% and T =T max and considering Snn to move the maximum distance 
Lij= Lnn and Bij=Bnn· Then, we combine equations (1) to (5), and solve for Xsnn, Ysnn and Vsnn. 
This Vsnn will be the maximum speed of sensors (Vsmax = Vsnn). 
Consider other values of ¢, where -% <!/I< o, and let V Snn = V Smax, Xsij= Xsnn, Y SiF Y Snn, 
Lij= Lnn and Bij=Bnn be input parameters. Then, combining equations (1) to (5) again, we solve 
for the time, T, which is the actual time that the commander and sensors used to move to 
their new monitor state. Based on the above, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1: 
· For -% < <P < o, a sensor, Sij, using a speed s V Smax, moves to it new position, will do so in 
time T, where Ts Tmax· 
Proof: 
The proof is straightforward and is based on ~j sLnn. • 
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Finally, from the destination coordination of Snn, we solve other sensors' destination 
coordination. Then, we can compute every sensor's movement direction and use T to find 
their speed V Sij-
lt is to be noted that if the commander changes direction by an angle ¢ , where o < ¢ < ~, 
i.e., he moves in the first quadrant, sensor Sn1 will be the sensor which moves the maximum 
distance, and the above procedure can still be applied with sensor Sij will be treated similar to 
sensor S;, n+l-J· 
2.4 Connectivity Control 
Connectivity and coverage are two important performance metrics, especially in a mobile 
wireless network environment. In this section, we prove that our network is connected and 
that the sensors can cover the required area. 
For the network to be connected, two conditions must be satisfied. One condition is that 
the commander and cluster head are connected, which means that the distance between them 
must be within the cluster head's transmission range. The other condition is that the 
neighboring sensors are connected which means that the distance between them must be 
within the sensors' transmission range. 
The following proposition proves that the movement algorithm of Section ID guarantees 
connectivity. 
Proposition 2: 
Under the movement algorithm of Section 2.3, the following two conditions are satisfied: 
• The distance between the commander and the cluster head doest not exceed the cluster 
head's transmission range. 
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• The distance between any two neighboring sensors does not exceed one unit. 
Proof: 
Firstly, we prove that the commander and cluster head are connected. The distance 
between the commander and cluster head S1m at time tis Lcc(t). Since Lcc(t) is equal to Re at 
t=O and t=T, then it suffices to prove that Lcc(t) never exceeds Re during the time (0, T), 
where Re is the cluster head transmission range. Equivalently, we show that Lc/(t) never 
exceeds R/ during this time interval. Let Lcc2(t)=Lc/(t), which is given by: 
Lcc2(t)=L 2cc(t)=(V c. t. cos( t/I )-Xs1m-V Sim. t. sin( aim ))2 + 
Taking the first and second derivatives of Lee2(t), we have: 
dLccl(t) =2(Ve. t· cos(¢ )-Xs1m-VS1m· t· sin(ai"' )) ·(Ve· cos(¢)-
dt 
(6) 
Vs1m· sin(ai,,,))+2(Ve· t· sin(¢ )-Ys1m-VS1m· t· cos( aim))· (Ve· sin( t/I )-Vs1m· cos( aim)) (7) 
d2 Lcr22(t) =2(Vc· cos( t/I )-Vs1m· sin( a1111 ))2+2( Ve· sin( t/I )-Vs1m· cos( ai,,,))2 (8) 
dt 
We know that since Lcc2(0)=L2cc(T), then Lcc2(t) is a quadratic function oft. From the 
above derivation, we notice that¢=-!!... '20, so the curve of Lcdt) is a open up quadratic 
4 
curve which means that dLc;t) is an increasing function oft, Lcc2(t) has maximum values of 
R/ at times 0 and T, during (0, T), the value of Lcclt) will be less than R/, then the distance 
between the commander and the cluster head will therefore never exceed Re in the interval [O, 
T], which proves the first part. 
Secondly, we prove that neighbor sensors are connected. Consider any sensor Sa with its 
horizontal neighbor sensor Sb, and let (Xa, Ya) and (Xb, Yb) be the initial coordinates of sensor 
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Sa and Sb, respectively. Llet the distance between Sa and Sb at time t be Lss(t), and let 
Lsdt)=Ls/(t). Then, we show that L5s2(t) never exceeds 1 during the interval [O, T]. We have, 
2 [(Ya+ Va· t· cos( aa ))-(Yb+ Vb· t· cos( m ))] 
Because Sa and Sb are horizontal neighbor sensors, by definition we have 
(9) 
Lss(O)=Lss(T)=I, Xa= Xb+I, and Ya= Yb at t=O. Hence, using these values in (9), we have, 
(10) 
And the first and second derivatives of L5s2(t) are given by: 
dLs, 2(t) =2[ I+ Va. t. sin( aa )-Vb· t · sin( a;, ) ] · [Va· sin( aa )-Vb· sin( a;, ) ] + 2 [Va· t · cos( aa )-
dt 
Vb· t ·cos( a;,)]· [Va· cos( aa )-Vb· cos( m )] (11) 
(12) 
Since L5s2(0)= L552(T)=l 2 and Lsslt) is a quadratic function of t, from the above 
derivation, we notice that d 2 ~;~2 (t) ?. 0 from equation ( 12). Therefore, the curve of Lsd t) is a 
open up quadratic curve. Similar to the proof of part 1, during (0, T), the value of Lss2(t) will 
be less than 1, and the distance between the neighbor sensors has the maximum value at time 
0 and T. 
The proof for connectivity between any sensor Sa with its vertical neighbor sensor Sb is 
similar to the above case. The difference of the proof is that Sa and Sb have the same X 
coordinate values and the difference between their Y coordinate values is 1. 
Thus, the above proves the network is connected during the movement state. • 
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2.5 Coverage Control 
Now, we propose that our algorithm will guarantee coverage in the new monitor state. 
Proposition 3: 
Under the movement algorithm of Section 2.3, the commander can cover the same size of 
sensor field when it changes from one monitor state to a new monitor state. 
Proof: The proof is simple. Because the relative position of the commander and the sensors 
will be same, and every sensor will monitor the same size of grid area in its sensor range, the 
sensors will cover the same size of sensor field when they are in a new monitor state. • 
2.6 Simulation Results 
We use Matlab to develop the simulation to evaluate the effectiveness of our movement 
algorithm under different scenarios. We present results of simulations that were conducted in 
this section. 
Firstly, we place 81 sensor nodes in a 9x9 grid network. The distance between neighbor 
sensor nodes is 1 unit. After initial deployment, the commander is located at the origin (0, 0). 
Let initial coordination of senor Sn and S99 be (6, -4) and (14, 4), respectively, which decides 
the initial position of placement. The commander will move in different directions 
( f/J = !!.. , !!.. , _!!..and _!!..) with speed Ve. which is fixed at 1 unit/sec. A change of direction is with 
6 3 6 3 
respect to be current direction. The upper bound on movement time T max for change from one 
monitor state to a new monitor state takes two different values. 
The simulation results for different values of I/I and T max are shown in Table II. Table II 
shows that: given a fixed speed for the commander, the time for changing from one monitor 
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state to a new monitor state will increase with the movement direction and the upper bound 
Tmax, and all changes can be made within Tmax· 
TABLE II 
SIMULATION WITH DIFFERENT VALVES OF !/! AND TMAX 
V,(unit/s) l/J T,n<LJ s) Vmm( unitls) T(s) 
1 tr 9 3.1991 2.9352 - 18 6 2.0757 5.4774 
1 tr 9 3.1991 6.0568 - 18 2.0757 11.7697 
3 
1 tr 9 3.1991 2.9352 
- - 18 2.0757 5.4774 6 
1 tr 9 3.1991 6.0568 
- - 18 2.0757 11.7697 
3 
Secondly, as discussed in Section IV, connectivity and coverage must be guaranteed. 
Consider an example in which the commander moves in the direction of !/! = _::._ with speed of 
4 
1 unit/s, and Tmax=9. Initial placement is same as in the above simulation. From the definition 
in Section II, the sensor S15 is the cluster head and Ls1s(t) is the distance between the 
commander and S15 at any time t. Consider any sensor, for example, sensor S33, its neighbors 
are Sn S32, S34 and S43. Let d23, d32, d34 and d43 be the distance between S33 and those 
neighbors, respectively. The change will be made in time T=4.4935 using our movement 
algorithm. 
TABLE III 
SIMULATION RESULTS WHICH VERIFY CONNECTIVITY 
Time T Lsl5(t) d23 d32 d34 d43 
0 6 1 1 1 1 
1 5.6878 0.9480 0.9480 0.9480 0.9480 
2 5.5490 0.9248 0.9248 0.9248 0.9248 
3 5.5965 0.9327 0.9327 0.9327 0.9327 
4 5.8256 0.9709 0.9709 0.9709 0.9709 
4.4935 6 1 1 1 1 
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Table III shows that Ls15(t) is always below its initial value 6 and gets maximum value at 
time 0 and T. This result is consistent with Proposition 2, and guarantees the connectivity 
between the commander and the cluster head. We only take sensor S33 for example. It is same 
for any sensor node in the placement. Table III also shows that the distance between one 
sensor and its neighbor sensors is always below their initial value, and arrives at its 
maximum value at time 0 and T. This result is consistent with the proof in Section IV and 
guarantees the connectivity between any sensor and its neighbor sensors. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the network will be connected all the time. 
Finally, we simulate an example with 25 sensors placed in a 5x5 grid network. After 
initial deployment, the commander is located at the origin (0, 0). Let the initial coordinates of 
senor S11 and S55 be (10, -2) and (14, 2), and the cluster head be S13- The commander moves 
in the direction of !/> ( ¢ =-!!..) with speed of 2 unit/s, and Tmax=lO. Using our movement 
4 
algorithm, we get the actual time T=4.5805 and Vsmax=3.7947. The speeds of all sensors are 
shown in Table IV and the movement angles of all sensors are shown in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SPEEDS OF ALL SENSORS 
Vsu j=l j=2 j=3 j=4 j=5 
1=1 2.8682 2.9597 3.0577 3.1615 3.2705 
1=2 3.0114 3.0987 3.1924 3.2920 3.3968 
1=3 3.1570 3.2404 3.3301 3.4256 3.5265 
1=4 3.3046 3.3844 3.4704 3.5621 3.6592 
1=5 3.4539 3.5304 3.6129 3.7011 3.7947 
TABLEV 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ANGLES OF ALL SENSORS 
au j=l j=2 j=3 j=4 j=5 
i=l 0.1632 0.2112 0.2562 0.2983 0.3377 
i=2 0.1339 0.1806 0.2245 0.2659 0.2659 
i=3 0.1073 0.1526 0.1955 0.2361 0.2744 
i=4 0.0831 0.1270 0.1688 0.2085 0.2462 
i=5 0.0609 0.1035 0.1442 0.1830 0.2199 
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2.7 Movement Algorithm with Minimal Coverage Gap 
In the previous sections, once the speed and direction of the movement of the commander 
are changed, the new positions of the sensors are decided by our control algorithm and the 
sensors move to their new positions at a speed and in a direction also determined by the 
algorithm. As the example shown in Figure 2.5, sensor Snn will move at the speed of Vsmax 
and the speed of other sensors will be less than Vsmax· After an upper bounded adjustment 
time Tmax, the sensors will all arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a 
new region by these sensors. Connectivity between sensors during movement is guaranteed. 
• Commander 
Cir le Im1 
x 
Circ I~m 
Figure 2.5 An example of movement algorithm with minimal coverage gap 
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In this section, we make a small modification to the movement algorithm in Section 2.3. 
Instead of letting sensors move from original positions to their destinations directly with a 
speed less than or equal to(only for S00) Vsrnax which acquired by the movement algorithm in 
Section 2.3, we let all sensors move at the speed of Vsrnax· Sensors are required to move to 
their final positions as soon as possible. 
We take sensor S47 as the example in Figure 2.5. In section 2.3, sensor S47 will move 
from A to B directly with a speed less than Vsrnax while the commander will move from point 
0 to Pat the same time. Now, we let S47 move at speed of Vsmax, by solving the equations (1) 
to (5) again, we gets the time T47new that sensor S47 anive at line 7 on point D and at the same 
time the commander will arrive at point E. It is easy to prove that Tmax> T47new because S47 
moves for a short distance. After sensor S47 arrive at point D, we let it change its direction to 
be same as the direction of the commander and move at same speed of the commander. We 
can prove that S47 can still arrive at point B at time Tmax as in section 2.3.but it can cover 
more area because it moves from A->D->B. So the coverage gaps are minimized 
Proof: 
Because the relative position of the commander and the sensor S47 will be same when S47 
arrive at positions B and D, line ED is parallel to line PB. We also know by definition that 
DB is parallel to line EP. So DBPE is a parallelogram and IDBI= IEPI. 
The commander and the senor move at same speed in the distance DB and EP 
respectively. So they will use same time. 
So from the view of the commander, it moves from 0 to E and then to P, but it does not 
change speed all the time. From the view of sensor of A->D->B, the time that movement is 
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same as move A to B directly if it moves a speed got in Section 2.3. Now it can arrive at D 
early and reduce coverage gap during the time [T47new, T max]. • 
But in this case, the connectivity is not guaranteed. 
2.7 Summary 
In this Chapter, we assumed that all sensors have same transmission and sensmg 
capabilities and can work at high energy level to have longer transmission and sensing range 
but a short life time, or normal energy level that yields shorter transmission and sensing 
range but also yields a longer life time. The mobile sensor network was organized as a multi-
tier distributed architecture to extend the life of the system after initial deployment. We 
presents a novel sensor movement control strategy in which a commander controls a cluster 
of mobile sensors to monitor a target region ahead of the commander, and in the direction of 
the commander's movement. Once the speed and direction of the movement of the 
commander are changed, the new positions of the sensors are decided by our control 
algorithm and the sensors move to their new positions at a speed and in a direction also 
determined by the algorithm. After an upper bounded adjustment time, the sensors will all 
arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a new region by these sensors. 
Connectivity between sensors during movement is guaranteed. Simulation results are 
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the movement strategy. We also make a new 
algorithm by modifying the algorithm to let sensors move as soon as possible to minimize the 
coverage gap. 
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CHAPTER 3. SENSOR FAILURE RECOVERY OF MOBILE 
SENSOR NETWORKS 
3.1 Introduction to Sensor Failure 
In sensor networks, sensor failures are inevitable due to the inhospitable, dangerous and 
unpredictable environment, and due to unattended deployment. Sensor failures result from 
sensor's internal and external faults, such as hardware and/or software faults. For example, 
sensors can be physically destroyed by adversaries, the operating system in the sensor can 
crash because of electromagnetic disturb, or sensors can lose functionality because of 
hardware failure or energy depletion. All of above failures will cause communication fault. 
When a sensor failure occurs, the service delivered by this sensor will unavailable to the rest 
of network. For example, the information used to be collected by the failed sensor will not be 
available, we define this kind of problem as data unavailability fault, which is actually a 
coverage gap. What can exacerbate the problem is that one sensor failure may cause the 
whole network disconnected and therefore the data sent by some sensors will not arrive at 
their destination as planed, which will limit accessibility to other sensor nodes that are under 
its relay, we define this kind of fault as communication unavailability fault. Based on the 
temporal behavior of these sensor failures, failures can be considered as permanent, 
intermittent or transient. We assume that the data communication among sensors is error free 
and semantic-related generic faults in the software are detected and removed by application 
level checks. In our failure recovery model, we consider only permanent faults which are 
once activated remain effective until they are detected, and the sensors are repaired or 
replaced. In a mobile sensor network, the communication unavailability fault is more 
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important than data unavailability fault. This is because an area covered by a failed sensor 
will be covered by a good sensor which is in neighborhood of the failed sensor at a later point 
time. This problem can be remedied easily by commander's application software as long as 
the density of the sensor deployment is close enough or the mobility of sensors is fast 
enough. Note that the communication range is usually n-th order of hundreds of meters, 
while the coverage range can be much shorter is application dependent. Therefore, a failure 
of sensor can have a very limited impact on coverage. 
There are two levels of sensor failure in a mobile sensor network with multi-tier 
architecture as shown in previous chapter. The high level failures are failures of cluster heads 
while the low level failures are failures in normal sensors. High level failures aggregate data 
unavailability and communication unavailability faults because they limit accessibility to the 
normal sensor nodes that are under their supervision. Low level failures has a primary 
impaction on the data unavailability faults, and a much less secondary impact on bring 
communication unavailability faults. According to different level of failures, different failure 
recovery algorithm should be applied. 
Sensor failure recovery is a new subject that has just started to receive attention. Previous 
researches on sensor failure focus on high level failures. Most of them use re-clustering 
technology. In reference [56], high-energy gateway nodes are used as centralized managers 
to handle the sensors and serve as data relay stations from sensors to distant command nodes 
in a static network. Its approach enables fault tolerance in the system by performing periodic 
checks on the status of the gateways. Sensors managed by a faulty gateway are recovered by 
re-associating them to other clusters based on backup information created during the time of 
clustering. In [57], fault-tolerant is achieved by moving a subset of mobile robots to new 
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locations to guarantee a bi-connected network topology. By using re-clustering, the sensor 
network can be recovered to a new stable state. But these kinds of reconfiguration strategies 
need to re-setup the network frequently if sensor failures happen frequently, which will 
impose heavy unnecessary communication overhead on the network, which will waste 
energy and time. And what is worse than that is, during the reconfiguration, the network will 
be busy with performing re-clustering and will not collect or communicate sensor data. 
3.2 Sensor Failure Recovery Algorithms 
In this section, we are concerned with mobile sensor networks where some sensors will 
fail at some time that we can not anticipate during the movement, and the environment is 
unknown by the sensors before they arrive there. We present sensor failure recovery 
strategies for different levels of sensor failures. Since both high and low level sensor failures 
all bring data unavailability and communication unavailability fault. It is feasible to 
categorize our recovery strategies based on the problem it solves. 
3.2.1 Sensor Failure Recovery for Data Unavailability Fault 
The failure recovery for data unavailability problem is simple. Actually, when the 
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Figure 3.1 Sensor Failure Recovery for data unavailability fault 
We still use the example as shown in Figure 2.1 and redraw it in Figure 3.1. We assume 
the side length of every grid is R and the speed of the commander and sensors is V as show 
in Figure 3.1. At time T, sensor S51 fails but other sensors and the commander still move at 
speed V. So after time At (At =RIV), the area used to be covered by failed sensor Ss1 will be 
eovered by S41 . And after 2At, 3At, 4At, it will be covered by S31 , S21 , Sn, respectively. 
During the movement, all the information collected by the sensors will be sent to the 
commander's application software to process. So for data unavailability fault, we only need 
to make some adjustment for the commander data processing. 
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Our work is principally motivated by [25], [33], [51] and [55]. They use different 
proposals to predict the behavior of mobile nodes. In our case, we predict the events 
happened in one grid that should be covered by one sensor but that sensor fails in previous 
time. 
We assume that the commander keeps all the information before time T. Because of the 
processing ability of sensors, only a limited number of parameters is sent to the commander 
by every sensor. For example, we suppose the commander is interested in the number of 
events Nij(t, t+6t) which happen in sensor grid Gij which is covered by Sij during every time 
interval [t, t+L).t]. At time T, sensor Sij fails and the Nij(T, T+6t) will not be available during [T, 
T +L).t]. We can use an estimation algorithm the estimate Nij(T, T+6tl which happen in sensor 
grid Gij for the commander. 
For any sensor Sij, Sij's up-side, down-side, left-side and right-side neighbor sensors (if 
only) are Si(j+J), Si(i-JJ, S(i-l)j and S(i+IJ.i' respectively. At time T, assume that Sij fails. We check 
the commander's database and can get a number of events Nij(T-6t, n happened in grid Gij 
which was covered by S(i+Ii.i during [T-L).t, T]. The number of events happened in Grids 
Gi(j+Il> Gi(j-IJ> G(i-1).i and G(i+IJ.i during [T, T +L).t] are Ni.i+I(T, T+6t)> Nij-l(T, T+6tJ> Ni-Ij(T, T+6t) and 
Ni+Ij(T, T+6t), respectively. We use the following metric to estimate the events that take place 
on Grid Gij during [T, T +L).t]: 
N (1 ) Ni-1j(T.T+i'l.T.1+Ni+lj\T.T+t:.T1+Nij+1CT.T+.tJ..T1+Nij-l(T.T+t:..Tl 
Nij,T. T • •n = 1J · i + lj(T- M.T) + -r; ·----------------
NumberojNeighbors 
where,O :S: r; :S: 1 
r; is a dynamic ratio which reflect the dynamic characteristic of events happen in the 
field. 
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The first part of the equation, 'I· Ni+ lj(T- •r r) reflects the static characteristic of event 
happen in the grid Gi} Because we assume the events happen in one grid will change from 
time to time. This part reflects how much likelihood objects will stay at the grid and/or 
trigger events after time M. 
The second part of the above equation, 
(l -r;). Ni- ij,r r • •T• +Ni+ Jj,r r • •ri +Nu+ 1'r r • •r, +Nu -1<r r' •r, reflects the dynamic characteristic of event 
NumberofNeighbors 
happen. Because in a battle environment, objects that we want to monitor will move from 
one grid to other grid. In our case, the objects will move from its neighbor into/out of one 
grid. This part reflects the dynamic characteristic of these kinds movement and event 
happen. Actually, it is the relation between one grid and its neighbor. 
If the environment changes frequently which means objects moves frequently, the value 
r; should be less. However r; should be large which few objects move, or the movement of 
objects are less frequently. 
After time T +~t, the grid Gij will be covered by S(i-l)j and commander can monitor this 
grid directly again. 
For other kinds of parameters, we can use similar method to estimate the value. 
3.2.2 Sensor failure recovery for communication unavailability fault 
The communication unavailability fault is more serious than data unavailability problem 
to a mobile sensor network because once the network graph is disconnected, the nodes will 
be partitioned and the commander will lose control of some sensors forever. If we don't 
consider the transmission and sensing range, re-clustering can solve most of the 
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communication unavailability faults. But this is not true for large scale mobile sensor 
networks since the transmission and sensing range of those sensor nodes are very limited, 
and it is not generally feasible to do reclustering when the mobile network is totally 
disconnected. 
3.2.2.1 Biconnectivity characteristic of graph 
In this section, we use the graph's bi-connected characteristic to propose a fai'lure 
recovery algorithm for communication unavailability problem. We still use same network 
model as in the previous chapter, which includes a commander and a region of a square 
shape in which the commander will be in charge of monitoring. The square region which is a 
grid network with n2 mobile sensors placed in a square of n x n unit is covered by a set of 
mobile sensors, which can communicate wirelessly among themselves and with the 
commander using multihop communication. This cluster sensor network can be represented 
by an undirected graph in which each vertex represents a sensor node, and each edge 
represents the fact that the endpoints are in communication range of each other. A graph is 
bi-connected if it remains connected after removing any of its vertices and the edges that are 
incident upon that vertex. A vertex v is refen-ed to as a cut vertex (also called cut point, 
articulation point) for an unairected graph G if there are distinct vertices w and x (distinct 
from v also) such that vis in every path from w to x [62] [63]. Biconnectivity is a desirable 
property for network fault tolerance. In a battle field, if the sensor network formed by the 
sensor is bi-connected, even if any sensor fail or shut down, the sensor network still remain 
connected. Hence, the sensors should always attempt to form a bi-connected network. 
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Now, we describe a failure recovery mechanism as shown in Figure 3.2 for achieving a 
bi-connected topology that can always deal with communication unavailability faults. We 
assume that there is at most one failure at one time in our cluster sensor network. The interval 
between continuous failures should be long enough for us to use failure recovery mechanism. 
l:Given:G 
2: BC~ COMPUTE_BICONNECTED_COMPONENTS(G); 
3a: At one time, some sensor fails; 
3b:while(NUMBER_OF _NODES(BC)>l) do 
4: REPLACEFAILEDONEWITHBAKCUPSENSOR(G); 
5: end while 
6: G is bi-connected now; 
7: Using estimation recovery mechanism to solve data unavailability fault; 
Figure 3.2 Sensor failure recovery algorithm for communication unavailability fault 
Our cluster sensor network is formulated as an undirected graph which is represented by 
adjacency list. At the beginning, the graph is bi-connected and there is only one bi-connected 
component which is computed by the COMPUTE_BICONNECTED_COMPONENTS 
algorithm. This algorithm is a classic algorithm which is always implemented by executing 
depth first search (DFS) [63] as shown in Figure 3.3. It has been proven that the DFS 
algorithm can be finished in linear (O(IVl+IEI)) time. 
void COMPUTE_BICONNECTED_COMPONENTS(IntList[] adjVertices, n) 
int v; 
lntStack edgeStack; -
int[] color= new int[n+l]; 
Initialize color array to white for all vertices; 
time= O; 
edgeStack = create(); 
for (v=l; v<=n;v++) 
return; 
if(color[v] ==white) 
DFS(adjVertices, color, v, -1) 




color[ v] = gray; 
time++; discoverTime[ v] = time; 
back = discoverTime[ v]; 
remAdj = adjVertices[v]; 
while(remAdj !=Null) 
w = first(remAdj); 
if (color[w] ==white) 
push(edgeStack, vw); 
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int wBack = DFS (adjVertices, color, w,v); 
//Backtrack processing of tree edge vw 
if(wBack>=discoverTime[x]) 
Initialize for new bicomponent. 
Pop and output edgeStack down through vw. 
back= min(back, wBack); 
else if (color[w] ==gray && w!=p) 
//Process back edge vw. 
push(edgeStack, vw); 
//else wv was traversed, so ignore vw. 
remAdj = rest(remAdj); 
time++; finish Time[ v] = time; 
color[v] =black; 
return back; 
Figure 3.3 Pseudocode for computing the number of bicomponents in [63]. 
At one time, a sensor failure happens. If after this failure, the network graph is still bi-
connected, we do not need to use failure recovery mechanism for communication 
unavailability fault, we just need to use the estimation recovery mechanism discussed in the 
previous section to let the commander do it. If this failure break the bi-connected graph G 
into two or more connected components, the basic idea of our failure recovery mechanism to 
replace the failed sensor. 
3.2.2.2 The replacing failed sensor with backup sensor algorithm 
As discussed in previous chapter, a closure area of any shape is grouped into multiple 
squares and each square is placed a cluster of mobile sensors. To achieve fault tolerance for 
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communication unavailable problem, we place one line of back up sensors between two 
neighbor square clusters and place one line of backup sensors to one cluster's independent 
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Figure 3.4 The replacing failed sensor with backup sensor algorithm 
As shown in Figure 3.4, there are four lines of backup sensors for this cluster, backup 
row up, backup row down, backup column left and backup column right. The average 
number of backup sensors of an nxn sensor cluster is n. In most of time, the backup sensors 
work at a very low power level to keep a long life time, it does not need to collect data and 
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only keep connected with its neighbor backup sensors and communicate with the 
commander. We assume the commander knows all the information of every sensor. 
When some sensor fails, for example, sensor S42 fails, our recovery algorithm firstly 
computes the number of bi-connected component of the cluster's graph. We find that there 
still is only one bi-connected component in the cluster's graph. So this cluster's graph is still 
bi-connected. We do nothing for S42 failure except that the commander use the estimation 
algorithm for grid G42 as we discussed in previous section. 
When S72 fails, our recovery algorithm firstly computes the number of bi-connected 
component of the cluster's graph. We find that there are bi-connected components in the 
cluster's graph is 2. So this cluster's graph is not bi-connected any more. And we use 
REPLACEFAILEDONEWITHBAKCUPSENSOR algorithm, which is implemented as 
following: 
1) We check this cluster's backup sensor and move the backup sensor with shortest 
distance to replace the failed one. 
2) After backup sensor arrives at the failed sensor's position, it switches from low power 
level to normal power level and executes the same function of the failed sensor. 
3) During the replacement, the commander uses the estimation algorithm for grid G72 as 
we discussed in previous section. The control of backup sensors will be easily 
implemented by the commander since we only need to guarantee the connectivity. 
Since the backup sensors form a line, the management of backup sensor can be 
similar with the proposal in [30]. Reference [30] proposes a Column Mobility Model 
in which a set of mobile nodes form a line and are uniformly moving forward in a 
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particular direction. We can make a slight modification of this model allows the 
backup sensors follow one another. 
3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we introduce our fault tolerance strategy for data unavailability and 
communication unavailability faults caused by sensor failure. We present an estimation 
recovery mechanism to solve data unavailability fault. And we solve the communication 
unavailability faults by putting backup sensors to guarantee the network bi-connected. Our 
strategy is suit for dealing with both high level and low level sensor failure. 
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CHAPTER 4.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
Development of a self-deployable, controllable, self-healing sensor network is the new 
trend in mobile wireless sensor network research. In the first chapter, we made a 
comprehensive survey of mobility of sensor network. Distributed and centralized mobile 
sensor deployments were introduced. Mobility models were classified as two main 
categories: Group Independent Mobility Models and Group Dependent Mobility Models. The 
performance metrics were analyzed for mobile sensor networks. 
In the second chapter, we presented a novel sensor movement control strategy in which a 
commander controls a cluster of mobile sensors to monitor a region ahead of the commander, 
and in the direction of the commander's movement. Once the speed and direction of the 
movement of the commander are changed, tbe new positions of the sensors are decided by 
our control algorithm and the sensors move to their new positions at a speed and in a 
direction also determined by the algorithm. After an upper bounded adjustment time, the 
sensors will all arrive at their new positions and the commander monitors a new region by 
these sensors. The algorithm guarantees connectivity between sensors during movement. A 
modified movement control strategy were proposed to let sensors move as soon as possible to 
minimize the coverage gap 
In the third chapter, we introduced our fault tolerance strategy for data unavailability and 
communication unavailability faults caused by sensor failure. We presented an estimation 
recovery mechanism to solve data unavailability fault. And we solved the communication 
unavailability faults by putting backup sensors to guarantee the network bi-connected. Our 
strategy is suit for dealing with both high level and low level sensor failure. 
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Future works may be done in various aspects: 
In the second chapter, we consider that the commander and sensors move forward. 
Actually, the movement control algorithm should extend to any direction. And the 
commander's speed can change from time to time. 
We need experiment to verify the sensor failure recovery algorithm. Simulations provide 
a valuable means to compare different protocols and study their performance in terms of 
efficiency and robustness. Current network simulation tools such as ns-2 [64], GloMoSim 
[65], Qualnet [66], or Opnet [67] are the most commonly used tools to evaluate and compare 
the performance of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) protocols. Since mobility models 
applied in those simulation environments are inherently probabilistic, the assumption is that 
averaging over sufficiently many runs will lead to a good estimate. But our model is a new 
problem, in most battlefields, the movement of sensors is deterministic and the connectivity 
receives more attention than the models simulated by the above tools. So we need to develop 
our own software simulation platform in the future. 
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